CLUES & ANSWERS

1. In Pemberton Place, two social/human rights icons are quoted on a water feature. Who are the featured icons?

NELSON MANDELA AND MARGARET MEAD

2. At the Gateway of Dreams in Centennial Olympic Park, there is a man walking up three steps. What is the man’s name? What is he holding?

BARON PIERRE DE COUBERTIN/A HAT

3. On Broad Street, a unique art piece highlights the importance of education. What are the children using to reach the top of the sculpture’s arch?

BOOKS

4. If you visit Folk Art Park, you will see four whirligigs created by Vollis Simpson. What figure is within each whirligig? There should be four answers—one per whirligig.

DUCK, UNICYCLE, MAN PUMPING WATER, MAN WITH SAW

5. What type of ancient monument can you find at Walton Spring Park?

OBELISK

6. On Walton Street, there is a Living Walls mural depicting three playing children. What are the colors of the children’s shirts?

SNEAKY QUESTION—THERE ARE FOUR. YELLOW, RED, BLUE, WHITE.

7. There are four archways along Alabama Street in Underground Atlanta. What is the slogan atop the archways?

BRINGING THE WORLD TOGETHER

8. A statue of Dominique Wilkins was recently erected in front of Philips Arena. What poem is featured on the statue?

DON’T QUIT BY EDGAR A. GUEST

9. The Mammal Gallery is a DIY Artist Space on South Broad Street. Across from the gallery is a mural with the slogan "I’m not a _____, I just _____ a lot." Fill in the blanks.

PLAYER, READ

10. There’s a sculpture at Woodruff Park that showcases Atlanta’s ongoing regeneration and spirit. What is the name of that sculpture?

ATLANTA FROM THE ASHES/THE PHOENIX

11. What four names are inscribed on the marble monument at Hardy Ivy Park?

DANTE, MILTON, AESOP, CARNEGIE

12. Have you been on the Atlanta Streetcar yet? It’s a great way to access entertainment, restaurants, and attractions. How many parks can you access along the Atlanta Streetcar route?

FIVE
13. What theater used to stand across from Margaret Mitchell Square? (clue: there is a historic marker on the ground)
LOEWS GRAND THEATER/GRAND OPERA HOUSE

14. What is the shape of the lock that seals the #WeLoveATL exhibit at the CNN Center?
HEART

15. The Sweet Auburn Curb Market has a friendly animal wearing some Curb Market swag. What type of animal is it?
PIG